Handling the Early Stages of Exit
Planning
For business owners, the idea of exiting their businesses, which for many
owners define their professional lives, can seem like a gigantic undertaking.
They ask themselves, “How can I possibly do all of this? Where can I go for
help, and what do I need to know?”
These questions are perfectly normal to ask as you consider your business
exit. Further, business owners are absolutely correct in thinking that Exit
Planning is a gigantic undertaking. No single business owner or advisor can
create and implement an Exit Plan alone. In our experience, most successful
Exit Plans occur through a process of collaboration among several different
professions.
It can be stressful to go someplace new without any guideposts. How can
you best navigate the early stages of Exit Planning? Consider the four
following suggestions.
1. Be Prepared for a Collaborative Process
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As you consider planning your exit, you’ll gather advice and strategies from
several different business advisors. That’s because you’ll likely have several goals that you’ll want to
achieve, and the experts who can help you approach those goals tend to span several professions. Your Exit
Planning Advisor Team should work together to address your wants and needs throughout the process.
2. Remember That You Are in the Driver’s Seat
While the advisors on your Advisor Team will use their expertise to address your wants and needs, they will
not tell you what your wants and needs are. When it comes to your business and goals, you are the expert.
A properly crafted Exit Plan addresses your concerns, establishes your priorities, and achieves your
objectives and aspirations. You should feel comfortable saying what you want to achieve, and let your
advisors determine whether and how it’s achievable.
3. Don’t Get Ahead of Yourself

Exit options and their inherent issues do not matter until you’ve defined your wants and needs. It’s easy to
get caught up with how many exit strategies are available to you at the outset. Before you choose an Exit
Path or settle on a planning technique to achieve a particular goal, your Advisor Team will evaluate your
priorities and the resources available to you. Only after that review should they start to identify solutions.
This will help prevent you from addressing problems that don’t exist. It can also help you identify
unrecognized problems and needs.
4. Keep in Mind that Exit Planning Is a Process
Some business owners get intimidated by how involved Exit Planning seems from a big-picture standpoint.
It’s important to remember that Exit Planning is a process that typically spans years between the first
identification of your goals and the results from all implemented solutions. Rather than trying to eat the apple
in one bite, your Advisor Team will break the process down into smaller, more manageable chunks. This can
help you narrow your focus and take specific actions to address the things that need to be addressed, in the
order that makes the most sense.
The early stages of Exit Planning can seem overwhelming. But the collaborative nature of Exit Planning can
help take some of the pressure off of what you can expect throughout the process. If you’d like more
information about how you can begin to get a handle on the early stages of your Exit Planning process,
contact us today.
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